BRINGING PASSION, CULTURE, AND HERITAGE TO EACH ONE OF OUR RESTAURANTS WHILE KEEPING THE INTEGRITY, TRADITION, AND PRESERVATION OF THE SOUTH.

WE BRING INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS TO LIFE BY USING STATE OF THE ART TECHNIQUES TO PUSH LIMITS THAT ALLOW EXPERIMENTAL CULINARY JOURNEYS FOR EACH ONE OF OUR GUESTS, WHETHER IN HOUSE OR OFFSITE.

WE CREATE MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES WITH TRANSFORMATIVE MENUS; FROM COCKTAIL RECEPITIONS TO INTERACTIVE STATIONS OR A SEATED DINNER. WE INDULGE IN CREATING A MEMORY AND A MOMENT IN LIFE.

WITH THE SAME FUNDAMENTALS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN OUR RESTAURANTS, OUR TEAM CAN CREATE THE SAME ATMOSPHERE WITH DELICIOUSLY CURATED MEALS TO TRANSCEND THESE EXPERIENCES TO YOUR OWN HOME OR VENUE.

EVENTS BY SEAN BROCK HAS THE ABILITY TO INCLUDE ALL COMPONENTS FOR A FULL-SERVICE EVENT; INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO FLORAL DESIGN, DECOR, MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT, RENTALS, AND ON-SITE PLANNERS.

OUR POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS AND EFFORTLESS.

SB EVENTS BY SEAN BROCK
CHEFSEANBROCK.COM
AUDREY IS MORE THAN JUST SEAN BROCK’S FLAGSHIP RESTAURANT CELEBRATING HIS APPALACHIAN ROOTS. IT IS A REPLICATION OF HIS LINEAGE, HIS DEDICATION TO HIS GRANDMOTHER AND A PLACE THAT IS REMINISCENT TO COMFORT AND WHAT SOME MAY CONSIDER...HOME.

THE VIKING TABLE
8 - 24 SEATED
$1500 MINIMUM

- 

MENU OPTIONS
THE FEAST..................$99 PP
ELEVATED FEAST............$199 PP
BRUNCH FEAST...............$49 PP
ELEVATED BRUNCH FEAST.....$79 PP

FULL BUYOUT
75 SEATED
125 STANDING

- 

SUNDAY - THURSDAY......$10K MINIMUM
FRIDAY - SATURDAY......$15K MINIMUM
BRUNCH OR LUNCH........$5K MINIMUM

FULL BUYOUT INCLUDES
THE MAIN DINING ROOM LOCATED IN THE DOWNSTAIRS PORTION OF THE 809 MERIDIAN BUILDING.
WITH DELICACY AND PRECISION, JUNE HIGHLIGHTS INGREDIENTS INDIGENOUS TO THE SOUTH WITH NOTABLE SERVICE AND PRISTINE ATTENTION TO DETAIL.

LOCATED ABOVE AUDREY, JUNE IS A JEWEL WITHIN THE BUILDING. WITH AN INTIMATE SETTING AND UNIQUE DESIGN, JUNE IS THE PERFECT BACKDROP FOR A COCKTAIL RECEPTION, REHEARSAL DINNER OR BRIDAL & BABY SHOWERS.

37 SEATED
50 STANDING

- 

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY .................. $5K MINIMUM
THURSDAY / SUNDAY ................. $10K MINIMUM
FRIDAY / SATURDAY ................. $15K MINIMUM
BRUNCH OR LUNCH ................... $5K MINIMUM

MENU OPTIONS
DISCOVERY .... $125 PP  EXPLORATION .... $250 PP

SB EVENTS BY SEAN BROCK
JUNENASHVILLE.COM
809 MERIDIAN

FULL 809 BUYOUT

135 SEATED
225 STANDING

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY .......... $15K MINIMUM
THURSDAY - SUNDAY ........... $20K MINIMUM
BRUNCH OR LUNCH ............ $10K MINIMUM

MENUS ARE CURATED AROUND THE EVENT.

THE LIBRARY
SEAN'S EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE DINING ROOM

10 SEATED
$1500 MINIMUM

THE BAR AT AUDREY

10 SEATED
50 STANDING

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY
$2500 MINIMUM

THURSDAY - SATURDAY
PLEASE INQUIRE

CANAPÉ MENU AVAILABLE

MENU OPTIONS

THE FEAST ....................... $99 PP
ELEVATED FEAST ............ $199 PP
BRUNCH FEAST ............... $49 PP
ELEVATED BRUNCH FEAST .... $79 PP
DISCOVERY .................. $125 PP
EXPLORATION ............... $250 PP
Bar Continental

Experience music at its finest as vinyl records are played through a hi-fi sound system. Bar Continental combines Sean Brock’s passion for food, his love of music, and his Japanese inspirations. A true venue for sound and senses.

Full Buyout

60 Seated
175 Standing

Sunday - Thursday .......... $10K Minimum
Friday - Saturday .......... $15K Minimum
Brunch or Lunch .......... $5K Minimum

Semi Private Event
Broadway Lounge + Side Bar

20 Seated
30 Standing

$1500 Minimum

Private Dining Room

16 Seated

$1500 Minimum

Events by Sean Brock

barcontinentalhifi.com
JOYLAND

JOYLAND IS AN IMAGINATIVE CONCEPT FROM SEAN BROCK.
INSPIRED BY THE ORIGINAL FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS OF YESTERYEAR.

WALK INSIDE OF JOYLAND AND FEEL JUST THAT...JOY!

CLASSIC CATERING

24-HOUR NOTICE REQUIRED
$200 MINIMUM
3.5 MILE MAX DELIVERY RADIUS

AVAILABLE FOR FULL BUYOUTS, SEMI PRIVATE PARTIES
AS WELL AS OFFSITE CATERING. PLEASE INQUIRE.